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CCTV’s MISSION STATEMENT

Empowering people to communicate and providing community information through television.

CCTV’S VALUES

Democracy and the First Amendment
All people in a democracy have the right and 
responsibility to take part in the decisions that 
affect them and their communities. Freedom of 
speech is vital to a healthy democracy and is 
guaranteed in the First Amendment. CCTV 
provides the community with the opportunity for 
political, cultural, artistic, spiritual, and individual 
expression on television.

Community Decision-Making
Freedom of expression alone is not enough to 
ensure a healthy democracy.  Citizens must also 
enter into active discussion and debate in order 
to participate in solving problems for the 
common good.  CCTV promotes the use of non-
commercial Channels 21, 22, 23 and production 
facilities as an electronic forum for discussing 
issues and solving problems.

Access to Information
A well-informed, actively-involved citizenry 
makes more responsible decisions. CCTV 

televises local government meetings, activities of 
local schools and service-related information to 

stimulate an active dialogue among elected 
officials, schools and local citizens.

Diversity and Inclusiveness
Democracy is most effective in a society in which 

all members can participate.  CCTV encourages 
understanding and collaboration across barriers 

of race, culture, language, class, gender and age.

Media Literacy
Community TV offers an alternative to 

commercial television.  CCTV provides the 
training and tools necessary for people to 

become knowledgeable and effective 
communicators, able to view television critically 
and to use that medium to tell their own stories.
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION

DEFINITIONS
The “access center” may be referred to as CCTV.
“CCTV” means Capital Community Television, the capital area’s PEG access manager.
“City of Salem” and “Marion County” are local government which participate in the MWVCRC.
“Comcast Cable” is Oregon’s capital area cable television operator which provides access channels, equipment and 
funding according to cable franchise agreements with local governments.
“Content Neutral” refers to the management of PEG resources by CCTV on a non-discriminatory basis; CCTV takes a 
neutral role regarding the content of public access programs. Production resources are made available without respect 
to program content.
“Educational access” means educational or instructional programming provided by tax-funded, public educational 
institutions.
“Government access” means informational programming provided by a tax-funded, public governmental entity.
“MWVCRC” refers to the Mid-Willamette Valley Cable Regulatory Commission, which consists of representatives of 
local governments and which contracts with and provides funding to CCTV to provide PEG access. The MWVCRC owns 
access production equipment supplied by Comcast Cable.
“New or first run program” refers to a program with a minimum of 51% new content of the same nature as the rerun 
content. Text will not be counted as new content.
“PEG access” is an acronym for Public, Educational and Government access.
“PEG access equipment” refers to production equipment or facilities managed by CCTV exclusively for the production 
of PEG access programs.
“Producer” refers to an individual who is CCTV certified to use PEG access equipment.
“Program Provider” means the person who signs a program contract and accepts responsibility for program content.
“Public access” means first-come, first-served, non-discriminatory use of access production equipment and/or 
channels by local groups and individuals who meet minimal eligibility requirements.

ESTABLISHMENT OF PEG ACCESS RULES AND PROCEDURES FOR THE CAPITAL AREA COMMUNITY
Section 6 of the July 20, 1987 cable television franchise between the City of Salem and Comcast Cable provides PEG 
access equipment and channels for community use. Sections 6 & 7 of CCTV’s January 20, 1990 contract with the 
MWVCRC state that CCTV will establish rules guided by the policy that services and resources are available on a first-
come, first-served, non-discriminatory basis.

ELIGIBILITY FOR CCTV SERVICES

CCTV services are available to any Comcast Cable service area resident or resident organization registered with the 
Oregon Secretary of State, within the Salem city limits and unincorportated Marion County, on a first-come, first-served 
basis. Proof of identity and residency are required; post office boxes are not acceptable. A resident organization may 
designate a non-resident to be their producer. All Program Providers must meet the eligibility requirements above.

ORIENTATION

To make potential access producers aware of the PEG access mission, and the availability of PEG access services, 
equipment and facilities, and channels, CCTV conducts regular orientation meetings. Attendance at an orientation 
meeting is a prerequisite to enrolling in a training workshop or submitting a program in the role of Program Provider. 
Workshop enrollment and collection of fees will take place within the meeting.

COMMUNITY TELEVISION: A FORUM FOR NON-COMMERCIAL, CONSTITUTIONALLY PROTECTED SPEECH

NON-COMMERCIAL SPEECH
	 Advertising of any nature is not allowed on CCTV channels including:

• promotion of the sale of any service, facility or product
• price information
• calls to action or inducements to buy

For-profit businesses and individuals may not promote any service, facility or product. Contact information is limited to 
sponsorship; additional commercial website addresses and phone numbers may not be used.
A business or individual may not sponsor a program in which it appears.
Exception: Government agencies and non-profit organizations may promote their services. (Please see page 27.)
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CONSTITUTIONALLY PROTECTED SPEECH
All speech and expression is constitutionally protected by the First Amendment of the United State Constitution except:

• any material that is libelous, slanderous, or other defamation of character; or material that is an unlawful 
invasion of privacy;

• any material that violates state or federal law relating to obscenity;
• any material that violates local, state, or federal laws;
• any unlawful use of copyrighted material.

NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS

An organization qualifies as non-profit if it is registered as a non-profit with the Oregon Secretary of State and/or has a 
current IRS 501c3 status and Letter of Determination. To qualify as local, the organization must operate an office in the 
eligible service area listed with the Oregon Secretary of State.

FUNDING ACCESS PROGRAMS -- SPONSORSHIP

Producers are encouraged to seek funding for the production of PEG access programs. Any individual, business or 
institution that helps defray production costs may be given sponsor credits.
In general, sponsorship may provide identification to acknowledge the identity of the underwriter.

• Place credits at the opening, logical mid-breaks and/or ending of the program with a maximum of two credit 
sequences per half hour.

• Individual sponsor credit time may not exceed 15 seconds in length. Total credit time for all sponsors may not 
exceed 60 seconds per 30 minutes of program time. (Please see page 27.)

• Producers are encouraged to use the following audio and/or video credit format: “The (following) (preceding) 
community program has been made possible in part by a grant from (name, address, phone number, 
email, website information).”

• Sponsor credits must name the donor in mission-statement terminology that is neither commercial nor 
promotional in language. (Please see page 27.)

	
Sponsor/donor credits may include:

• a logo or slogan that identifies but does not promote and is sized no larger than 25% of the screen;
• location, phone number, email address, or website;
• value-neutral descriptions of a product line or service with no use of comparative or qualitative descriptions 

such as “efficient, economical, dependable, dedicated, prompt, fair price, reliable and excellent.”  (Please see 
page 27.)

OWNERSHIP, DISTRIBUTION AND COPYRIGHT OF PROGRAMS PRODUCED IN PART OR IN WHOLE WITH PEG ACCESS EQUIPMENT MANAGED 
BY CCTV
Programs produced with PEG access equipment and facilities are non-commercial, televised exclusively on PEG access 
channels. Producers using PEG access equipment managed by CCTV are required to sign a license agreement that:

1. specifies right of first play by CCTV of the program on PEG access channels managed by CCTV.
2. prohibits use of programming for advertising or solicitation, and prohibits use on commercial channels.
3. defines the process to be followed in the event of a subsequent sale by or to a government agency or non-

profit organization. (All other sales are prohibited.) Such sales will require payment to CCTV of 50% of all 
revenue above the cost of the media, CCTV’s duplication costs and postage. Producers are fully and solely 
responsible for their programs, and will sign a program contract in which a producer agrees to indemnify and 
hold harmless CCTV and all other named parties from claims, demands, damages or other liabilities. The 
Producer may register and establish a copyright at his or her discretion. Producers may retain full ownership 
and distribution rights to programs by using equipment not managed by CCTV.

4. allows Producers to apply for a waiver for additional distribution.

ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF PEG EQUIPMENT/FACILITIES USE

The Producer using PEG access equipment to produce a program is required to include a legible credit no less than five 
seconds in length. The following information is the minimum requirement.
 “This program was produced with PEG access equipment managed by CCTV.”

PAYMENT FOR LABOR OR PRODUCTION COSTS/CHARGES TO THIRD PARTIES
A Producer may not charge third parties for use of access equipment, facilities or channels, but a producer may be paid 
by a third party for labor and/or production costs associated with a PEG access program provided that the access 
producer submits a Third Party Agreement to CCTV prior to receiving any payment for labor and/or production costs. 
The Agreement (see page 25), which must be signed by the third party, warrants that the third party understands that:
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• programs produced with PEG access equipment and/or facilities are intended for cablecast on the PEG access 
channels and may not be used for commercial purposes,

• access equipment, facilities and channels are available at no cost for use in the production for programs for 
PEG access channels.

POTENTIALLY OBJECTIONABLE MATERIAL
Programs with potentially objectionable material will be telecast on the Community Voices channel between the hours of 
11 pm and 5 am.

• Programs containing extreme violence or degradation and programs that would fit within the categories TV14 
and TVMA of the TV Parental Guidelines published by the TV Parental Guidelines Monitoring Board (see 
www.tvguidelines.org or www.mpaa.org) will be preceded by a message advising viewer discretion. (Please see 
pages 10 and 11.)

• TV14 includes one or more of the following: intense violence, intense sexual situations, strong coarse language, 
or intensely suggestive dialogue. TV14 as defined by the TV Parental Guidelines will be televised between the 
hours of 11 pm and 5 am.

• TVMA includes graphic violence, explicit sexual activity, or crude indecent language. TVMA (Mature Audience) 
as defined by the TV Parental Guidelines will be telecast between the hours of 1 am and 4 am.

RESPONSIBILITY AND LIABILITY FOR PROGRAM CONTENT
At the time a completed program is submitted for scheduling, the Program Provider must submit a signed CCTV 
Program Contract which holds the Program Provider liable for program content. Furthermore, through the Program 
Contract, the Program Provider agrees in writing to fully indemnify and save harmless CCTV, its staff and Board of 
Directors, the Mid-Willamette Valley Cable Regulatory Commission, City of Salem, Marion County and Comcast Cable 
from any and all claims, demands, damages, or other liabilities, including legal fees and expenses that may arise as a 
result of cablecasting the program. Program Providers will be required to list their name, initial acceptable for first name, 
in a program credit not less than five seconds in length displayed in a legible font.

NON-DISCRIMINATION

No person will be denied training, equipment, facilities, or channel time on the basis of race, sex, age, physical disability, 
religious or political belief or affiliation, or the nature of their programming interest.

COMMUNICATIONS REGARDING SERVICES
• RIGHT TO REFUSE SERVICE

CCTV staff reserve the right to refuse service to any person whose actions hinder the activities of other producers or 
the staff, and to ask the person to leave the facility. This denial of service may be appealed in writing to the CCTV 
Executive Director.

• PRODUCER DISSATISFACTION
Producers may communicate any dissatisfaction with CCTV services in writing to the CCTV Executive Director.

COMMUNITY RESPONSIBILITY: SHARING A LIMITED RESOURCE
PEG access resources are limited. CCTV will train groups and individuals to make efficient, effective use of production 
equipment and channels. Care for the equipment and respect for the rights and needs of others within a large user group 
are essential. Community groups and individuals are encouraged to use their own resources. If regular or extremely 
frequent production is planned, groups are encouraged to purchase their own equipment to facilitate their own 
production and avoid monopolizing a community resource. CCTV reserves the right to limit use of channel space by any 
group or individual to meet all community needs.

USER FEES
CCTV may charge reasonable user fees to eligible users for use of production facilities, equipment and services. CCTV 
shall separately negotiate user fees, programming schedules and schedules for use of production facilities with 
governments who are participants in MWVCRC.

PRODUCTION WORK ON BEHALF OF, OR PROGRAMING SUBMITTED BY ORGANIZATIONS
For production work on behalf of, or programming submitted by an organization, the organization’s leadership may be 
required to file on letterhead a written statement designating a Program Provider and authorizing the production work 
and program submission.
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USE OF RESOURCES BY CCTV
CCTV will reserve priority use of production equipment and channels: to conduct access education, production training 
and promotion; for CCTV production of educational and government access programs; and for CCTV production of 
promotional programs. CCTV will provide limited production of educational and government access programming, 
matching community needs to the amount of staff and resources available.

PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT AND FACILITIES

RESOURCES
Single and multiple-camera production units, editing and studio facilities are available for the production of PEG access 
programs in a first-come, first-served basis to all eligible CCTV certified producers. Programs produced with PEG access 
equipment managed by CCTV may not be televised on commercial channels and may not be used for commercial 
purposes.

ELIGIBILITY FOR EQUIPMENT/FACILITY USE

CCTV certified eligible producers may use production resources provided that:
• to become a certified producer, an individual must have attended an access orientation meeting;
• the individual is using the equipment for the sole purpose of producing PEG access programs which are fully 

consistent with the program contract;
• the individual who operates the equipment has on file all requisite personal and certification information, and 

must successfully complete a production workshop conducted by CCTV;
• the producer uses their valid local street address on all contracts; use of a post office box is not acceptable. 

Proof of address is required; and
• the producer uses media within specifications established by CCTV.

TRAINING, INCLUDING REFRESHER COURSES FOR INACTIVE PRODUCERS
CCTV will post a list of television production training courses available to residents meeting eligibility requirements as 
outlined above. Fees may be established for courses taught by CCTV.
Certified producers who have not been active for a one-year period may be required to schedule a refresher course with 
CCTV in order to review equipment and facilities. In the event that substantial changes have been made to the 
equipment inventory, producers may be required to complete a workshop or proficiency test.

PROCEDURES FOR EQUIPMENT USE
• PROJECT FORMS

Producers are required to complete a project form for any series or individual program prior to reserving equipment. 

• RESERVATIONS
Producers reserve facilities and equipment, and set appointments for check-outs with CCTV on a first-come, first-
served basis. Reservations may be made in person or by telephone. Reservations for individual programs may be 
made up to four weeks in advance. Reservations for series programs may be made up to 26 weeks in advance. A 
producer who is more than 10 minutes late in claiming any reservations forfeits the entire reservation unless an 
extension is authorized by staff.

A producer is limited to the following number of uses per project per specified time period, including advance notice 
where applicable, unless otherwise authorized in advance by CCTV.

Portable Equipment:  Four uses per month, 24 hours per use.
Editing Equipment:  One four-hour use per week.
Studio Equipment:  One four-hour use per week, one week notice.
Production Truck:  According to guidelines.

	 Additional equipment use is available on a stand-by basis or by completing a special request form in 
	 advance, according to guidelines.
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• PORTABLE EQUIPMENT CHECK-OUT
Producers are required to arrive within 10 minutes of the appointed check-out time, present identification upon 
request, and complete and sign an equipment contract/licensing agreement. CCTV will inform the producer of 
check-in time. The producer is responsible for determining that the equipment is in working condition and the unit is 
complete at the time of the check-out. Any malfunctions or surface damage must be noted on the equipment 
contract/licensing agreement. The producer is fully responsible for the return of all of the equipment in an 
undamaged condition.

• COVERING CCTV LABELS PROHIBITED
Producers may not cover CCTV labels or any information identifying equipment managed by CCTV. Covering CCTV 
labels is a major violation.

• EQUIPMENT CHECK-IN
The producer under contract/licensing agreement to return is responsible for the return, by the specified check-in 
time, all equipment in undamaged, working order. Until an equipment unit is checked-in by CCTV, that unit is 
unavailable for subsequent check-out.

• USE OF EDITING EQUIPMENT
Producers with editing reservations are required to check in with staff, sign a facilities contract/licensing agreement, 
and claim their reservation within 10 minutes of the scheduled starting time. Editors must vacate the editing system 
by the completion of their reserved time unless the following time is unreserved or the next editors have not claimed 
their reserved time. Editors are required to check-out with staff at the conclusion of the editing session. All editing 
reservations must be completed at least 15 minutes prior to closing time.

• USE OF STUDIO EQUIPMENT
Producers with studio reservations are required to check in with staff, sign a facility contract/licensing agreement, 
and claim their reservation within 10 minutes of the scheduled starting time. When finished, producers will be 
required to return all equipment to the correct location, to remove all set materials and props provided by the 
producer and to leave the studio and control room in an orderly condition for the next producer. Producers are 
required to check out with staff at the completion of their reserved time. All studio use must be completed at least 
15 minutes prior to closing time. A parent or legal guardian must be present at all times during a production by a 
certified minor. CCTV may post additional guidelines.

• USE OF THE PRODUCTION TRUCK
Pending availability, CCTV will establish guidelines.

• CHECK-OUT BY PRODUCERS OF MINOR AGE
Certified producers under 18 years of age must co-sign the equipment or facility contract/licensing agreement with 
a parent or legal guardian whom accepts full responsibility for loss or damage of equipment on behalf of the minor.

• EQUIPMENT FAILURE
Equipment failure may happen at any time. Producers are required to: discontinue use and report failure immediately 
to CCTV; or if failure occurs away from CCTV, to return equipment at the first available opportunity.

ATTEMPTED MAINTENANCE MAY RESULT IN SEVERE INJURY, AND WILL RESULT IN LOSS OF PRIVILEGES 
PLUS BILLING FOR ALL RELATED EQUIPMENT DAMAGE.

Equipment which fails will be replaced when spare equipment is available; otherwise, CCTV will make on the spot 
repairs when possible. If a reservation is lost due to equipment failure outside the control of the producer, the 
producer may make a reservation for the next time that unit or comparable equipment is available. CCTV is not 
responsible for the cost of the production.

• CANCELLATIONS
Producers are asked to cancel with early notification, to enable staff to assign the equipment to another producer. 
The producer is required to notify the staff of any cancellation of reserved equipment no later than 10 minutes after 
starting time. Failure to cancel more than 10% of the time within a six-month period will be a minor violation.

• LATE RETURN
Producers unable to check-in equipment at the scheduled check-in time are required to call CCTV prior to the 
scheduled return time. If the equipment is reserved and an extension cannot be granted, the producer’s late return 
is considered a violation.
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• PRODUCTION SCHEDULES
CCTV may require a written production schedule. For producers using substantial amounts of access equipment 
and facilities without submitting a resulting program, failure to meet the schedule will result in a minor violation.

• COPYING PROGRAMS AND UNEDITED FOOTAGE WITH PEG EQUIPMENT
CCTV will copy programs scheduled on channels 21, 22 and 23 upon request after receiving, if necessary, the 
consent of the producer. The community member requesting the copy will be required to pay the posted dub fee. 
Program copies will not be released prior to first program telecast.

• ABANDONED PROJECTS
In order to abandon a project, the producer must meet with staff. In order to maintain eligibility, producers who 
abandon projects must erase source footage and are prohibited from using source footage or copies for any other 
purpose. Inappropriate use of abandoned project footage is a major violation.

LIABILITY RESULTING FROM PORTABLE EQUIPMENT/FACILITY USE

• PRODUCER LIABILITY
A producer signing an equipment contract/licensing agreement or a facility contract/licensing agreement agrees to 
fully indemnify, save and hold harmless CCTV, the Mid-Willamette Valley Cable Regulatory Commission, City of 
Salem, Marion County and Comcast Cable against claims, losses, costs and expenses arising out of damages or 
injuries to persons or property resulting from the use of the equipment.

• EQUIPMENT DAMAGE/LOSS AND SUBSEQUENT LOSS OF PRIVILEGES
A producer who suffers equipment damage or loss while under contract is liable to fully compensate the Mid-
Willamette Valley Cable Regulatory Commission for replacement costs as determined by CCTV and the MWVCRC 
for all damages or losses that occur while the equipment contract/licensing agreement is in effect. In the event 
CCTV equipment insurance is “all-risk,” producers will be required to pursue organizational or personal insurance 
before submitting claim information to CCTV.

The producer will have equipment privileges suspended until full compensation is made, or until an installment 
payment contract is signed with CCTV. Installment plan guidelines will be established by CCTV staff with a term not 
to exceed one year in duration. In the event the producer fails to meet the terms of repayment, the producer will be 
suspended from all equipment privileges and the case will be submitted to the appropriate authorities for resolution, 
which may include litigation.

SERIES FACILITY SCHEDULING

Producers with series programs may also apply for series studio and editing time. The applications and series cycle 
process will conform with series program processes. Studio time will be approved according to the production 
requirements of the program.
Additional time remains available on a first-come, first-served basis.

ADDITIONAL FACILITIES USE PROVISIONS
• CCTV/PEG access facilities, including the hallways and restroom areas, are available solely for PEG access 

activities.
• Office supplies and equipment located at the PEG access facilities are not available for use by producers, certified 

crew, guests or the general public.
• While in PEG access facilities, producers may receive brief telephone calls related only to PEG access productions 

and services.
• Producers and any persons using PEG access services, equipment or facilities are responsible for the conduct of 

their guests.
• Smoking, alcohol and controlled substances are not permitted in access facilities, including the truck. Food and 

drink, with the exception of capped, bottled water stored on the floor are not allowed in any area with production 
equipment. Food and drink are permitted in the kitchen area only.
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CHANNELS

RESOURCES
PEG access Channels 21, 22, and 23 are made available to all eligible program providers.

ELIGIBILITY FOR CHANNEL USE

PEG access channels are available to any Comcast Cable service area resident or resident organization registered with 
the Oregon Secretary of State, within the city limits of Salem and unincorporated Marion County, on a first-come, first-
served basis. PEG access channels are available without charge to Comcast Cable service area residents whose local 
governments participate in the MWVCRC.

RESPONSIBILITY AND LIABILITY FOR PROGRAM CONTENT

At the time a completed program is submitted for scheduling, the program provider must submit a signed CCTV 
Program Contract which holds the Program Provider liable for program content. Furthermore, through the Program 
Contract, the Program Provider agrees in writing to fully indemnify and save harmless CCTV, its staff and Board of 
Directors, the Mid-Willamette Valley Cable Regulatory Commission, City of Salem, Marion County and Comcast Cable 
from any and all claims, demands, damages, or other liabilities, including legal fees and expenses that may arise as a 
result of cablecasting the program. Program providers will be required to list their name in a program credit not less than 
five seconds in length displayed in a legible font.

TECHNICAL STANDARDS AND PRODUCTION REQUIREMENTS
Programs must conform to PEG access technical standards and production requirements.

SCHEDULING PROGRAMS
Completed programs are submitted at CCTV. Program providers may request specific telecast times, and staff will match 
channel space with requested times whenever possible, according to posted guidelines. Programs are scheduled a 
minimum of three weeks ahead of telecast for the purpose of channel listings.

• ORIGINAL PROGRAMS
To qualify as original, a program must have a minimum of 51% new video and 51% new audio.

• SCHEDULING PRIORITIES
In scheduling programs on CCTV managed channels, first priority is given to locally-produced programs. Second 
priority is given to programs produced elsewhere but sponsored locally.
Local programs are defined by the producer’s residence, and the program’s content. To be locally produced at least 
51% of the program video and 51% of the program audio must be produced by a CCTV certified producer or 
certified representative of an organization, either within or outside the service area.
A program which is created elsewhere and submitted for telecast by a local resident is a locally-sponsored program. 
Locally sponsored series shall not be scheduled in prime time, defined as 5 p.m. until 11 p.m. A local resident or 
resident organization may sponsor no more than one non-local series. A locally sponsored series program may be 
sponsored as no more than one series on CCTV-managed channels. Adding local credits or opening and closing 
tags to a locally-sponsored program does not qualify the program as a locally-produced program.
CCTV reserves the right to preempt programs for live or special event telecasts.
Program providers with additional needs may submit a special request form in advance, according to guidelines.

Community Billboard is a service provided both to and for the community; therefore, CCTV will ensure that adequate 
billboard time will be provided on the channels to meet the needs of the community.

Satellite programs require a special request. The local sponsor must provide written clearance from the authorized 
distributor for carriage of the programming on a non-commercial channel on a preemptible basis.
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• SERIES PROGRAMS
Channel space is available first-come, first-served. A program provider may apply for a series time slot after three 
programs are submitted for telecast in compliance with the provisions outlined in the Program Contract. A series 
Program Provider who meets the requirements will be granted a time slot for one year, with renewal available on a 
quarterly basis.

CCTV may schedule blocks of time for educational and government access, and for promotional programs, separate 
from the series application procedure, taking into account the requirements of live programming and community 
needs in general.

LOSING A SERIES
A producer may lose a series time slot by failing to maintain a current program contract; failing to submit a project form; 
failing to submit programs according to schedule; committing an abandoned program violation. To reestablish a series, 
the producer must attain good standing and apply first-come, first-served for a series time slot.

PROGRAM DELIVERY

• SUBMITTING A PROGRAM
Programs must be hand-delivered to CCTV, must meet technical standards and be accompanied by a completed 
contract signed by the Program Provider. Programs are not accepted by mail. The Program Provider is responsible 
for timing the program and providing production-related data. Programs are to be delivered three weeks prior to 
telecast unless otherwise authorized in advance by the CCTV Program Coordinator.

• PICKING UP PROGRAMS
The program provider or authorized representative will be responsible for picking up programs. Program Providers 
who fail to retrieve their media within one month of final telecast will be notified that they have two weeks to pick up 
their media or surrender possession to CCTV. This provision will not apply to reference or fill programs.

POTENTIALLY OBJECTIONABLE MATERIAL:  VIEWER ADVISORY AND AUDIENCE SENSITIVE SCHEDULING
The purpose of this section is to enable parents or guardians to supervise the programming available to children, and to 
assist viewers of PEG access programming in making informed decisions while providing an opportunity for all lawful 
forms of expression without censorship and in accord with existing laws.

Programs containing extreme violence or degradation and programs that would fit within the categories TV14 and TVMA 
of the TV Parental Guidelines published by the TV Parental Guidelines Monitoring Board (see www.tvguidelines.org or 
www.mpaa.org) will be televised on the Community Voices Channel preceded by a message advising viewer discretion.

• TV14:     Program providers will warrant that programs containing objectionable material that would cause it to be 
rated TV14 in accordance with the TV Parental Guidelines of the TV Parental Guidelines Board including one or more 
of the following: intense violence, intense sexual situations, strong coarse language, or intensely suggestive 
dialogue are scheduled on the Community Voices channel between the hours of 11 pm and 5 am. Program 
providers will identify the program as TV14 on the program contract and will include a 15 second, easily readable 
viewer advisory immediately prior to the beginning of the program, stating:

“Viewer Advisory: The following program, identified as TV14, contains material which some viewers may find 
objectionable or inappropriate for children.” 
	 Program Providers must use the viewer advisory provided by CCTV without alteration.

• TVMA:     Program providers will schedule a program that contains any material that would cause it to be rated 
TVMA in accordance with the TV Parental Guidelines of the TV parental Guidelines Board including: graphic 
violence, explicit sexual activity, or crude indecent language on the Community Voices channel between the hours of 
1:00 am and 4:00 am. Program providers will identify the program as TVMA on the program contract, and will 
provide a 15 second, easily readable viewer advisory immediately prior to the beginning of the program, stating:

“Viewer Advisory: The following program, identified as TVMA, is for mature audiences only, may be 
unsuitable for children under the age of 17 and contains material which some viewers may find 
objectionable.”
	 Program providers must use the viewer advisory provided by CCTV without alteration.
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• Extreme Violence or Degradation:     Programs identified as containing extreme violence or degradation are 
scheduled on the Community Voices channel between the hours of 11 pm and 5 am. Program providers will identify 
the program as containing EXTREME VIOLENCE OR DEGRADATION on the program contract and will include a 15 
second, easily readable viewer advisory immediately prior to the beginning of the program, stating:

“Viewer Advisory: The following program, identified as containing extreme violence or degradation, contains 
material which some viewers may find objectionable or inappropriate for children.”
	 Program providers must use the viewer advisory provided by CCTV without alteration.

A Program Provider who fails to provide such notification and advisory shall be subject to disciplinary action as a  
major violation of CCTV’s Rules.

It is a violation of CCTV policy to submit for telecast programming that is obscene or otherwise unlawful. Programs that 
are obscene may not be submitted for telecast. In addition to any sanctions that may be imposed under federal, state, or 
local laws, a program provider who submits programming that is determined to be obscene shall be subject to 
disciplinary action as a major violation of CCTV’s Rules.

Obscene material as determined by the courts is material which:

(a) to the average person, applying contemporary community standards, taken as a whole, appeals to the prurient 
interest,
(b) depicts or describes sexual conduct in a patently offensive way, and
(c) taken as a whole, lacks serious literary, artistic, political, or scientific value.

SATELLITE PROGRAMS

Satellite programs are defined as programs that are picked up from a satellite down link and carried live on the PEG 
access channels. Programs that are recorded on tape from a satellite feed shall be presented to CCTV in the same 
manner as all other tapes are presented. Satellite programs will be treated as special events and will be scheduled as 
single, non-series programs only. Upon written request from a Provider, CCTV reserves the right to approve blocks or 
series for educational or government access programming.

SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS FOR SUBMITTING SATELLITE PROGRAMS:
• Signing a standard Program Contract for each separate program to be carried on the channels including any that are 

carried within a block of programming. In signing the Program Contract, the Program Provider warrants that the 
program conforms to program procedures and the indemnity agreement. The Program Provider must provide written 
clearance from the authorized distributor for carriage of the programming on a non-commercial channel on a 
preemptible basis.

• Warranting in writing to CCTV that all technical aspects of delivery of the satellite signal have been satisfied, and 
that the Program Provider assumes all responsibility and costs of assuring that the signal is delivered to the point 
designated by, and meets the technical standards of CCTV and Comcast Cable.
In addition, the Program Provider will warrant in writing to CCTV that they understand that it is their responsibility to 
notify CCTV twenty-four hours in advance of any technical failure that will or may cause the failure of the Program 
Provider to meet their contractual obligation to deliver the satellite signal as described above.

LOSS OF LOCALLY SPONSORED SATELLITE CHANNEL SPACE
Failure to deliver satellite programs is a violation of the Rules.

PROGRAM CONTENT FEEDBACK AND DISCLOSURE OF PRODUCER INFORMATION
Producers and other members of the general public may make comments concerning PEG access programming by 
telephone, or in person by completing a Viewer Comment Form. Staff will communicate viewer response to the Program 
Provider. 
In keeping with the Oregon Public Records Law, members of the general public may receive copies of Program 
Contracts after showing identification and completing and signing a Public Records Request Form that includes their 
legal name, local street address and telephone number. A copy of the request will be provided to the Program Provider.

PROGRAM COPIES

CCTV has the right to make copies of programs for CCTV use. A producer may prohibit CCTV from making copies for 
sale.
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PROMOTION AND CREDITS
Program credits are selected by the Program Provider with the following limitations:
• Capital Community television (CCTV), its staff and Board of Directors, the Mid-Willamette Valley Cable Regulatory   

Commission, City of Salem, Marion County and Comcast Cable may not be listed as producer or co-producer of the 
program, and addresses and telephone numbers of the aforementioned may not be used in the credits or as 
contacts for the PEG access Program Provider, unless the aforementioned is the program producer or unless grants 
required such credit listing.

• The Program Provider may not list private phone numbers or addresses without the prior written consent of the 
individual.

CCTV COMMUNITY BILLBOARD

The CCTV Community Billboard guidelines are available at CCTV.
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RULES, VIOLATIONS AND SANCTIONS

PURPOSE
To ensure that PEG access equipment and facilities remain available and in good working order and that it is available to 
all producers, the following rules have been established. Upon verifying that a rule violation has occurred, CCTV will 
issue a written statement describing the violation and sanction. Disciplinary action will become effective immediately 
upon the receipt of this statement.

RULE VIOLATIONS

MAJOR VIOLATIONS
a. Owing funds to CCTV due to failure to pay for equipment damage, submitting a check with insufficient funds, 

etc.
b. Failing to conform with initial use of programs produced with PEG access equipment on PEG access channels 

managed by CCTV.
c. Breach of the program contract warranties.
d. Using equipment and facilities for any purpose not related to the production of programs for telecast on CCTV-

managed channels.
e. Abuse, vandalism or failure to maintain equipment and facilities.
f. Return of equipment in damaged or unworkable condition, or failure to return equipment through intent, 

negligence, loss or theft.
g. Attempted equipment maintenance or disassembly.
h. Changing the wiring/cabling of the studio or an editing room without specific authorization in advance by CCTV.
i. Removal of equipment from the equipment storage area without proper check-out procedures and/or without 

signing an equipment contract.
j. Checking out equipment for use by a non-certified producer, or for a producer on suspension.
k. Behaving in a violent, disruptive or threatening manner or repeatedly behaving in a disrespectful manner.
l. Failure to pursue organizational or personal insurance or to cooperate fully with CCTV in the event of equipment 

loss or damage.
m. Using or possessing alcohol or controlled substances at CCTV or on the truck.
n. Possessing firearms or other deadly weapons at CCTV or on the truck.
o. Possession of food or drinks in the truck or areas of CCTV with production equipment, with the exception of 

capped water bottles stored on the floor.
p. Smoking or use of chewing tobacco at CCTV or on the truck.
q. Covering CCTV equipment labels or identifying information on equipment.
r. Using abandoned project footage without CCTV consent.
s. Failing to submit a signed Third Party Agreement to CCTV prior to receiving payment from the third party or 

within 21 days of notification by CCTV to submit one.

MINOR VIOLATIONS

a. Failure to cancel or claim a reservation of equipment or facilities within 10 minutes of the scheduled reservation 
time.

b. Late return of equipment, without authorized extension.
c. Failure to vacate production facilities by the end of the reservation time without authorized extension.
d. Return of dirty equipment.
e. Return of batteries requiring a charge in an uncharged condition.
f. Operation of equipment or use of facilities in an incorrect, unsafe, or inappropriate manner, which might result in 

damage.
g. Improper packaging of equipment for transport.
h. Reserving or checking out equipment for another producer unless otherwise specified and approved.
i. Failure to submit a program for cablecasting within production schedule limits.
j. Listing private phone numbers or addresses on a program without the consent of the individual.
k. Failure to deliver a series program or individual satellite program within schedule.
l. Behaving in a disrespectful manner while at CCTV or participating in a CCTV event.
m. Failure to maintain current file and contact information, or failure to respond to contact.
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SANCTIONS
A Major Violation results in immediate suspension from use of the resource involved in the violation. Where damage to or 
loss of equipment and/or facilities results in connection with Major Violations a, e, f, g, h, or i, suspension is in effect until 
compensation is made for such damages. There are no written warnings or probationary period for Major Violations.

A Minor Violation will result in the following sanctions:
First -- written warning
Second --  final written warning
Third -- suspension from use of the resource(s) involved in the violations.

The length of a suspension is one year, with the following exception:
Breach of the Program Contract will result in a suspension of one year minimum, and may be extended, depending 
on the severity of the violation. Suspension of a principal participant in a program may result in that program 
becoming ineligible for telecast until that suspension is complete.

Recertification and written plan for correction may be required after suspension.

RECOGNIZING SUSPENSIONS ISSUED BY OTHER COMMUNITY TV CENTERS
In order to protect community resources, CCTV will recognize and enforce suspensions issued by other community TV 
centers with comparable rules. CCTV may require a plan for correction at the completion of the suspension. 
Suspensions for violation of program contract will cause the programs under contract to be ineligible to be telecast on 
CCTV managed channels, unless this provision is waived by CCTV.

APPEAL OF SANCTIONS
A producer may appeal any disciplinary action by making a written statement to the CCTV Executive Director. Any 
restrictions in equipment use resulting from a disciplinary action remains in effect throughout the appeal process.

The Executive Director investigates the circumstances surrounding the disciplinary action and returns a written report 
and judgment to the producer within 10 working days. The producer may then, within the next 10 business days, 
continue the appeal with a written statement to the CCTV Board of Directors, who will make their decision at their next 
regularly scheduled meeting.

AMENDMENTS TO THE RULES AND PROCEDURES
Amendments to the Rules and Procedures will be passed by the CCTV Board of Directors during posted business 
meetings. Recommended amendments to the Rules and Procedures may be submitted in writing to the CCTV Executive 
Director.
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PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTION:

DOES YOUR PROGRAM CONTAIN POTENTIALLY OBJECTIONAL MATERIAL?

     TV14 includes intense violence, intense sexual situations, strong coarse language, or intensely suggestive dialogue.  Yes ____  No ____

     TVMA includes extreme violence or degradation, explicit sexual activity, or crude indecent language.  Yes ____  No ____

     Extreme Violence or Degradation?  Yes ____  No ____

IF SO, YOU MUST INCLUDE A 15 SECOND VIEWER ADVISORY IMMEDIATELY PRIOR TO THE BEGINNING OF THE PROGRAM.

The viewer advisory for TV14, TVMA and Extreme Violence or Degradation are all different.

Please read the Warranty Agreement on page 2 of this contract.

Public Affairs

Educational

Religious/Spiritual

Arts/Entertainment

Sports

Election/Candidate

Ethnic

Health

Children!s

PSA/Promo

General

VHS

DVCPro

Mini-dv

DVD

Digital File

Other (please specify) _____________________

COPIES:

Please do not make copies of my program.

If you do not check this box, CCTV will make 

copies of your program for a fee, upon request.

After My Program Has Finished Airing:
(choose one)

Call me to pick up my program

Recycle my media

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

Program Type: (choose one)

Regular (A regular program receives 10 playtimes over a three month period and can be any length. You cannot resubmit a regular program.)

Series ( A series program has a regular schedule that!s been approved by the Programming Coordinator.)

Fill (A fill program is a short program under 20 minutes that!s added to CCTV!s fill library and is used to fill time in between regular program.)

PSA (A PSA is a non-profit public service announcement.)

Please read the Warranty Agreement on page 2 of this contract and SIGN BACK.

Date: ___________________________

Name (not organization):_______________________________________________       Are you under 18 years of age?  Yes _____  No _____

Program Title: ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Please Check:   [    ]   Producer     [    ]   Local Sponsor " " " " "  Length of Show:    ______:______:______

" " "                                                                                                                                                         h"       m"      s

Yes, please notify me of the play dates by email: _______________________________________________

or FAX: ________________________________________________________________________________ 

Please include any special instructions in the space provided on the back of this form. Parent signature required if under 18 years of age.   

OFFICE

575 Trade Street SE

P.O. Box 2342

Salem, Oregon 97308

PHONE

503-588-2288

FAX

503-588-6424

EMAIL

cctv@cctvsalem.org

Program Contract

Capital Community Television

Program Description: (15 words or less)Category: (choose one) Format: (choose one)

Continued to Next Page 
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Instructions and Requirements for Program Submission
1. Program is accompanied by a CCTV Program Contract signed by the program provider and is delivered to CCTV staff no later than noon, three weeks prior to first desired 

cabelcast date, unless special arrangements are made with CCTV staff.
2. Program meets or exceeds technical requirements and is properly labeled, including run time on case.
3. Specific cabelcast time decisions are made by CCTV according to the Rules and Procedures.
4. Program may be retrieved by producer three business days after cablecast; after cablecast and while the tape is at CCTV, the program will be available for viewing upon 

request by members of the general public.
5. In the event that CCTV receives a complaint which indicates that the program contact has been violated, producer agrees to postponing playback until CCTV can verify 

contract compliance.

Warranty Agreement
I, the undersigned, warrant and represent to Capital Community Television (CCTV) that the above program submitted by me contains none of the following:
1. any material that is libelous, slanderous, other defamation of character; or material that is an unlawful invasion of privacy;
2. any material that violates state or federal law relating to obscenity;
3. any material contrary to local, state, or federal laws;
4. any advertising or material that promotes any product or commercial service;
5. any solicitation, appeal for funds or event prices;
6. any unlawful use of copyrighted material.

I Further Warrant That:
1. *If my program contains potentially objectionable material that would cause it to be rated TV14 in accordance with the TV Parental Guidelines of the TV Parental 

Guidelines Board, including intense violence, intense sexual situations, strong coarse language, or intensely suggestive dialogue, I will schedule the program on the 

Community Voices channel between the hours of 11 p.m. and 5 a.m.; will identify the program as TV14; and will provide a 15 second, easily readable viewer advisory 

immediately prior to the beginning of the program, stating: “Viewer Advisory: The following program, identified as TV14, contains material which some viewers may 

find objectionable or inappropriate for children.” Program providers must use the viewer advisory provided by CCTV without alteration.                                                                                                                                        
*If my program contains any material that would cause it to be rated TVMA in accordance with the TV Parental Guidelines of the TV Parental    Guidelines Board 

including graphic violence, explicit sexual activity, or crude indecent language, I will schedule the program on the Community Voices channel between the hours of 1:00 

a.m. and 4:00 a.m.; will identify the program as TVMA; and will provide a 15 second, easily readable viewer advisory immediately prior to the beginning of the program 

stating: “Viewer Advisory: The following program, identified as TVMA, is for mature audiences only, may be unsuitable for children under the age of 17 and 

contains material which some viewers may find objectionable.” Program providers must use the viewer advisory provided by CCTV without alteration.                                                                                                   
*If my program contains potentially objectionable material identified as Extreme Violence or Degradation I will schedule the program on the Community Voices channel 

between the hours of 11 p.m. and 5 a.m.; will identify the program as containing Extreme Violence or Degradation on the program contract; and will include a 15 second, 

easily readable viewer advisory immediately prior to the beginning of the program, stating: “Viewer Advisory: The following program, identified as containing extreme 

violence or degradation, contains material which some viewers may find objectionable or inappropriate for children.” Program providers must use their viewer 

advisory by CCTV without alteration.
2. I have fully adhered to CCTV!s Rules and Procedures, and have included a program credit no less than five seconds in length which displays my name in a legible font. I 

have provided credit information and sponsorship credit according to CCTV!s Rules and Procedures.

3. My program does not violate ORS Section 163.665 to 163.690, ORS Section 167.060 to 167.095, or any other section of Oregon State Law relating to obscenity. I agree, 

further, to the extent allowed by law, to indemnify and save harmless CCTV, the Mid-Willamette Valley Cable Regulatory Commission the City of Salem, Marion County, the 

Council of Governments, Comcast and any of their employees, officers, Board of Directors, stockholders, etc., from any and all claims, demands, damages or other 
liabilities which may be made against or arise out of the cablecast of the program submitted by me whether or not the program has been reviewed by CCTV prior to 

cablecast. I am aware that Section 639 of the Federal Cable Communications Policy Act of 1984 provides that:

Whoever transmits over any cable system any matter which is obscene or otherwise unprotected by the Constitution of the United States shall be fined not more 
than $10,000 or imprisoned not more than 2 years, or both.

Unless otherwise indicated, CCTV has my permission to make copies of my program for interested parties at CCTV!s posted service rate, and to schedule my program 

additional time to meet channel needs. CCTV has the right to make copies of my program for CCTV use.

These warranties and representations are made by me in order that this program be cablecast free of charge on CCTV managed Public, Educational and Government (PEG) 
access channel(s). I accept full responsibility for the content of this program, and further warrant that I have the authority , as local producer or sponsor, to submit this program 

for cablecast. I also understand that this program contract is subject to the Oregon Public Records Law and may be released as a public document.

PROGRAM PROVIDER CONTACT INFORMATION: CCTV reserves the right to refer members of the public to the program provider. Upon requesting information, a member 

of the public is entitled to the on-file contact information of a program provider. A program provider may designate telephone and email contact different than home contact 

information as long as the contacts are actively monitored and responded to. Upon submitting a public information request, a member of the public is entitled to copies of 
program or equipment contracts. The program provider, whose record is requested, is entitle to a copy of the public information request.

IN SIGNING THIS CONTRACT, THE PROGRAM PROVIDER WARRANTS THAT S/HE HAS READ AND UNDERSTANDS THE CCTV RULES AND 

PROCEDURES.

SIGNATURE: _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________    

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

! ! ! ADDRESS! ! ! PHONE! ! ! ! EMAIL

PARENT SIGNATURE IF MINOR: _____________________________________________________________________________________________

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Reimbursement:
Borrower agrees to reimburse CCTV for the cost of any damage to equipment occurring during the time PEG Access Equipment is checked out to Borrower, except that Borrower 
will not be responsible for damage to equipment due to ordinary usage, as judged solely by CCTV. Borrower agrees to reimburse CCTV fully for the replacement cost of the 
equipment, as judged solely by CCTV, if any item of equipment checked out to Borrower is damaged beyond repair, or is lost or stolen while the equipment is in the Borrower’s 
possession.

Indemnification:
Borrower agrees, to the extent allowed by law, to indemnify and save harmless CCTV from any and all claims, demands, damages or other liabilities, that arise from or in any 
manner are caused by PEG Access Equipment while it was checked out to Borrower.

LICENSING AGREEMENT       

This license agreement is made on _____________________ (date), between _________________________________________________(Licensor), a 
program provider, and the licensee Capital Community Television (CCTV), a tax-exempt corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of 
Oregon, with its principal office in Salem, Oregon.

Licensor, in exchange for the right to use CCTV’s Public, Education and Government (PEG) access equipment (PEG Access Equipment) to produce 
programming that will be cablecast free of charge on CCTV-managed PEG access channel(s), agrees to license CCTV to use the programming produced using 
CCTV’s PEG Access Equipment as follows:

SECTION 1: FIRST USE OF PLAYBACK
Licensor will maintain sole ownership of and all copyright rights to programming produced by the Licensor using PEG Access Equipment, with the following 
exceptions: (1) CCTV will have the right of first use of such programming for playback on PEG access channel(s) managed by CCTV; and (2) Licensor will 
not re-edit, for commercial purposes, programming produced using PEG access Equipment.

SECTION 2: SUBSEQUENT SALE OF PROGRAMMING
Licensor agrees to limit sales of programming produced using PEG Access Equipment to 501(c)(3) tax-exempt organizations and/or government entities; and 
to share with CCTV fifty percent (50%) of all revenues from such sales, above the cost of the tape and CCTV staff assistance, and up to the fair market value 
for the use of PEG Access equipment, in order to further CCTV’s charitable mission.

SECTION 3: USE OF PROGRAMMING FOR CCTV PROMOTION
Licensor grants CCTV a license to copy portions of programming produced using PEG Access Equipment for non-commercial promotion of the PEG access 
channel(s) managed by CCTV.

SECTION 4: USE OF PROGRAMMING FOR ADVERTISING PROHIBITED
Licensor agrees that it will not use programming produced using PEG Access Equipment for advertising, defined as promoting any service, facility, or product 
offered by any person who is engaged in such offering for profit.

SECTION 5: COMPLIANCE WITH LAW AND CCTV’s RULES
Licensor agrees to adhere to city, county, state and federal law, and CCTV’s Rules and Procedures, when using PEG Access Equipment.

SECTION 6: TERMINATION; SURVIVAL OF RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS
Either party may terminate this license agreement, in whole or in part, at any time, on written notice to the other of not less than 60 days, except that each 
party’s rights and obligations under this license agreement with respect to any programming produced using PEG Access Equipment during the period this 
agreement was in effect will continue in full force and effect following termination of this License Agreement.

SECTION 7: ASSIGNMENT
CCTV shall not assign this license agreement or any privilege granted under this license agreement without the written consent of Licensor.

The parties have executed this license agreement on this __________ day of _____________________________ 201  .

LICENSOR

By:  _______________________________________________________________________________________________
(Note: Borrower must be over 18 years old to sign this contract and licensing agreement.)

By:  _______________________________________________________________________________________________
(Parent/Legal Guardian signature if Borrower is under 18 years old.)

Capital Community Television

! ! CCTV Staff Signature: _________________________________________________

! ! ! !     (Sign here after equipment check-out has been completed.)

! ! CCTV Staff Signature: _________________________________________________

! ! ! !     (Sign here after equipment check-in has been completed.)

Equipment/Facilities Contract
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OFFICE

575 Trade Street SE

P.O. Box 2342

Salem, Oregon 97308

PHONE

503-588-2288

FAX

503-588-6424

EMAIL

cctv@cctvsalem.org

WEB

www.cctvsalem.org

Capital

Community

Television

Use of CCTV Channels, Facilities & Equipment 

by a Minor

Minor children can use Channels 21, 22 and 23, and CCTV managed facilities and equipment 

as long as a parent or legal guardian supervises and takes legal responsibility for all work by 

signing all contracts. Services available to minors, with parent/legal guardian taking 

responsibility are:

!
! Training: All workshops offered

! Equipment/Facilities: Field production unit, studio, edit rooms, CG and computers

! Program Scheduling: Programs and fill

Several immediate special needs become evident when minor children use services:

1. The parent/legal guardian must be available to sign contracts.

2. Minor transportation to and from CCTV, including safe transportation for location production 

equipment, is the responsibility of the parent/legal guardian.

3. The parent/legal guardian will need the opportunity to monitor and supervise work.

CCTV does not require parents/legal guardians to take the classes. While CCTV encourages 

participating parents and legal guardians to take an active part in their childrens! productions, 

experience has shown that this is not always possible. In order to both facilitate production and 

to ensure that the parent/legal guardian is informed, CCTV has established the following 

guidelines.

GUIDELINES

1. Each parent/legal guardian who will be signing program and equipment contracts is required to attend CCTV!s orientation with 

each child they will be supervising.

2. Prior to enrolling in a workshop, participating parents/legal guardians and minor children will be required to sign a Parent/Legal 

Guardian and Minor Child Agreement on the Use of CCTV Managed Channels, Equipment and Facilities.

3. Before workshop completion, each participating parent/legal guardian and minor child will be required to sign an acknowledgment 

that they have received, read and understand CCTV!s rules.

4. A participating parent/legal guardian will be required to co-sign all program and equipment contracts. Parents/legal guardians may 

request in writing that CCTV allow minor children to bring signed equipment contracts from home (eliminating the need for the 

parent/legal guardian to travel to CCTV) as long as the parent accepts full responsibility for contracts completed in this manner.

5. A participating parent/legal guardian will be required to be present at any use of CCTV!s studio. In addition, the parent/legal 

guardian will be responsible to provide one adult supervisor per ten minor children present at the studio; i.e. 15 children attending a 

production would require the parent/legal guardian signing the studio contract plus one additional adult supervisor.

6. A participating parent/legal guardian will be required to sign acknowledgment of receipt of any minor or major rule violations issued 

by CCTV to the minor child.

7. A participating parent/legal guardian must submit programs in person, with a signed program contract, directly to the CCTV 

Programming Coordinator or designated alternate staff during the hours of 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. Dub requests must also be submitted 

by the parent/legal guardian. 

8. A participating parent/legal guardian will be required to pick up programs which have been televised.
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OFFICE

575 Trade Street SE

P.O. Box 2342

Salem, Oregon 97308

PHONE

503-588-2288

FAX

503-588-6424

EMAIL

cctv@cctvsalem.org

WEB

www.cctvsalem.org

Capital

Community

Television

Parent/Legal Guardian and Minor Child 

Agreement on the Use of CCTV-Managed 

Channels, Equipment and Facilities

As parent/legal guardian, I understand that:

1. The above named minor child(ren) is/are taking certification courses for use of equipment managed by CCTV solely for the 

purposes of producing programs to be televised on CCTV!s channels on Comcast Cable in the Salem area.

2. Only the adults listed above may sign contracts for the minor child(ren) listed above.

3. As a parent or legal guardian, I am legally responsible for the terms of the equipment and program contracts required for use of 

CCTV-managed equipment or channel space.

4. Minor children may not be aware of the implications of using television equipment or making television programs. I recognize the 

need to provide minor children guidance in the use of the powerful medium of television and agree to provide that guidance.

5. Upon my request, I will be provided facilities at CCTV to view source material or final programs.

6. While I may choose to not be present while the above-named child(ren) use CCTV-managed equipment, and may choose not to 

review programs prior to submission, I am the responsible party, and will have ample opportunity to monitor equipment use and 

program materials.

Signature of Parent/Legal Guardian

As a minor child, I understand that:

While my parents have legal responsibility for my actions, I have personal responsibility to respect CCTV!s Rules and Procedures 

and to abide by all terms of the Equipment and Program Contracts.

Minor Child Signature

By the listing of my name above and my signature below, I represent that I am a 
parent or legal guardian of the above named minor child(ren.)

Parent/Legal Guardian

______________________________
(please print)

______________________________
(please print)

Minor Child(ren)

______________________________
(please print)

______________________________
(please print)

Date:  __________________________
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Capital

Community

Television
OFFICE

575 Trade Street SE

P.O. Box 2342

Salem, Oregon 97308

PHONE

503-588-2288

FAX

503-588-6424

EMAIL

cctv@cctvsalem.org

WEB

www.cctvsalem.org

Project Form

PROGRAM TITLE:

DATE:

PRODUCER NAME:

Estimated Completion Date:

Non-Profit Organization (If applicable):

Program Description (optional):

                    Staff Only Area

     Person ID #  ___________________

     Project ID # ___________________

     Approved by ___________________

     Date    _______________________
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Capital

Community

Television

OFFICE

575 Trade Street SE

P.O. Box 2342

Salem, Oregon 97308

PHONE

503-588-2288

FAX

503-588-6424

EMAIL

cctv@cctvsalem.org

WEB

www.cctvsalem.org

Community Billboard

Eligibility:  The Community Billboard is available without charge to any Comcast Cable service area resident, within the 

city limits of Salem and unincorporated Marion County, on a first-come, first-served basis.

Content Requirements: a) The announcement text should include: who, what, where and when. A contact phone number 

must be included, b) announcements must not include any advertising or material that promotes any commercial product 

or service, c) announcements may not contain solicitation, appeal for funds or event prices, but may state “For ticket 

information, call________”, and d) announcements may not use the CCTV phone number and may not use the words, 

“CCTV” or “Capital Community Television.”

Procedure: Submit completed Community Billboard form along with other announcement materials to CCTV via email 

(billboard@cctvsalem.org), FAX (503-588-6424), mail (P.O. Box 2342, Salem, OR 97308) or in person (575 Trade Street SE, 

Salem). The person submitting an announcement must provide CCTV with their name, home address (P.O. Boxes are not 

acceptable), phone number and the name of the organization.

The CCTV Community Billboard is available for public service announcements (PSAs). Eligible organizations and 

individuals may submit PSAs to promote local events and services. PSAs must be for non-profit purposes. Staff may 

edit announcements to fit the limited space on the screen.

Signature Date

General Information Organization Information

Name:
______________________________
______________________________
Home Address: 
______________________________
______________________________
Home Phone: ___________________
Email: 
______________________________
______________________________

Name: 
______________________________
______________________________
Address: 
______________________________
______________________________
Phone: ________________________
Website: 
______________________________
______________________________

Announcement Text
(may attach your own announcement)

Announcement Information

______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________

For more information, call:
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________

Start Date: 
______________________________

Stop Date: 
______________________________

CCTV has permission to acquire 
photos, logos and information from 
your website:  YES  ____  NO  ____
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OFFICE

575 Trade Street SE

P.O. Box 2342

Salem, Oregon 97308

PHONE

503-588-2288

FAX

503-588-6424

EMAIL

cctv@cctvsalem.org

WEB

www.cctvsalem.org

Capital

Community

Television

Special Request
Equipment/Facilities

DATE:! _______________________________________

CERTIFIED PRODUCER NAME:  ______________________________________________

PRODUCTION TITLE:  ______________________________________________________

DATE(S) OF REQUEST:  ____________________________________________________

     I request additional days for 

equipment check-out or to take it 

more than 100 miles from CCTV 

service area

Please list additional dates:

__________________________________

Location:

__________________________________

Approximate # of miles from Salem:

______________________________________

     I request additional equipment 

Please list all equipment for this check-out:

__________________________________

__________________________________

__________________________________

__________________________________

______________________________________

______________________________________

______________________________________

______________________________________

Name(s) of certified producer(s) if 

requesting more than 1 camcorder:

______________________________________

______________________________________

     I request additional facility time 

Please list area of facility needed (i.e studio, 

edit room, conference room):

__________________________________

Please list date and time:

__________________________________

__________________________________

Briefly describe the reason for your request: _____________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

List the approximate number of program hours you will produce from this request: _____________

Certified Producer Signature

Staff Area Only

            Granted

            Not Granted

 

Staff Initials:

________________

Date:

________________

      

        Notified producer

        Made reservation
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CCTV Equipment/Facilities Usage Guidelines

Please refer to CCTV!s Rules & Procedures for complete details on these rules and others.

USE EQUIPMENT/FACILITIES TO PRODUCE PROGRAMS FOR TELECAST ON CCTV CHANNELS:

! Using equipment and facilities for any purpose not related to the production of programs for 
! telecast on CCTV-managed channels will result in a major violation.

COMPLETE THIRD PARTY AGREEMENTS PRIOR TO RECEIVING PAYMENT FOR SERVICES: 

! Complete a Third Party Agreement and return signed form to CCTV before you receive any 
! payment for labor and/or productions costs associated with producing a program using CCTV 
! equipment, facilities or channels. You may not charge third parties for use of equipment, facilities 
! or channels.

USE EQUIPMENT/FACILITIES TO PRODUCE COMMERCIAL-FREE PROGRAMS:

! Programs must not use any advertising, defined as promoting any service, facility, or product 
! offered by any person who is engaged in such offering for profit. (product placement, 
! storefronts??)

EQUIPMENT/FACILITIES ARE TO BE USED BY CERTIFIED PRODUCERS ONLY:

!

! Checking out equipment for use by a non-certified producer or for a producer on suspension will 
! result in a major violation. You are responsible to make sure that only certified producers use the 
! equipment that is checked out to you--no family members, friends or non-certified producers.

KEEP EQUIPMENT SAFE AND RETURN ON TIME:

! Keep equipment safe and do not leave in your car for extended periods of time. Return of 
! equipment in damaged or unworkable condition or failure to return equipment through intent, 
! negligence, loss or theft will result in a major violation.

! Failure to cancel or claim a reservation of equipment/facilities within 10 minutes of the scheduled 
! reservation time or late return of equipment without an authorized extension will result in a minor 
! violation. 

A major violation results in immediate suspension from use of equipment and facilities.

A minor violation will result in the following actions:

! First, a written warning will be issued.

! Second, a final written warning will be issued.

! Third, the violator will be suspended from use of equipment and facilities.

Thanks for your cooperation!
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OFFICE

575 Trade Street SE

P.O. Box 2342

Salem, Oregon 97308

PHONE

503-588-2288

FAX

503-588-6424

EMAIL

cctv@cctvsalem.org

WEB

www.cctvsalem.org

Capital

Community

Television

Capital Community Television

Third Party Agreement

! CCTV Staff Use Only

! Date Received:

! _________________

! Staff Initials:

! _________________

! Third Party (Print Name) _______________________________________________________________________

! Third Party Signature _______________________________________________!      Date ___________________

! Organizational Affiliation _______________________________________________________________________

!

! Community Producer (Print Name)  _______________________________________________________________

! Community Producer Signature ________________________________________      Date ___________________

This agreement is required when a community access producer is paid by a third party for labor 

and/or production costs associated with a community access program. A copy of this 

agreement must be submitted to Capital Community Television before the community producer 

receives any payment for labor and/or productions costs.

This agreement certifies that the third party listed below understands that:

1. Programs produced with Capital Community Television equipment and/or facilities are 

intended for cablecast on the access channels and may not be used for commercial 

purposes or the solicitation of funds.

2. Every resident organization or individual whose local government funds CCTV may use 

facilities/equipment free of charge to produce programs for the community access 

channels.

3. Access channel time is free of charge.
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Capital

Community

Television
OFFICE

575 Trade Street SE

P.O. Box 2342

Salem, Oregon 97308

PHONE

503-588-2288

FAX

503-588-6424

EMAIL

cctv@cctvsalem.org

WEB

www.cctvsalem.org

Recording Release

Name of Minor (if applicable):

SIGNATURE:

Authorized signature and title (parent or legal guardian if under 18 years)

DATE:

I, 
PLEASE PRINT

authorize the recording of my/my group’s name, 

likeness, and performance on visual and/or 

auditory media to use and authorize others to 

use such recordings for commercial-free, 

community television on cable and internet 

websites. This may include audio/visual display 

for: general education, entertainment, contest 

entry, broadcast clips, internet streaming, 

duplication, and promotional purposes that are 

consistent with Capital Community Television’s 

current Rules and Procedures and its non-profit 

mission.  I understand there will be no 

remuneration for any appearance or showing of 

this material.
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Non-Commerical Television Means...

1. Products or services cannot be promoted

This means:

• not showing a product in a store, in its commercial packaging, or using posters that promote sales of a 

product or service including CDs, tapes or books.

• not discussing where the viewer might find the product.

• instead of asking an artist at which commercial venue they will be performing--use a !for more information" 

phone number, website or email address--but remember these informational items are to be treated the 

same as sponsorship credits--see below. If your guest unexpectedly announces performance information 

at a commercial venue, the audio will have to be edited out.

• not prominently displaying business names on the TV screen or to identify program location, including 

store fronts, except if the name is incidental to the background. Incidental means:

• the name is no larger than 10% of the screen (see drawing)

• you can"t get the shot any other way

• if you can frame out the name, you must do so.

Exceptions: Non-profit organizations and 
government agencies may promote their services.

2. Solicitation of funds is prohibited.

Exception: Political candidates registered for election 
may solicit funds to be sent to a campaign office.

3. Sponsor Credits

For every 30 minutes of program time:

• up to 60 seconds of sponsorship credits are permitted, with no more than 15 seconds per sponsor.

• sponsor logos may be used, sized no larger than 25% of the screen (see drawing.)

• sponsor location and phone numbers may be used.

• slogans may be used, but not with comparative words like !best" or !better" i.e. “the best pizza in the 

west” is not acceptable.

• a !for more information" phone number, website or email address is considered the same as a 

sponsor credit, and can only appear as a part of the sponsor credits. In other words, a for-profit or 

individual cannot run contact information throughout their program.

Exceptions: Non-profit organizations and government agencies may run unlimited contact information.

approx.

25%

approx.

10%

approx.

10%

Providing information is good.
But linking viewers to a commercial product, establishment or service is not.

The producer is responsible for program content conforming to these guidelines.
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